PARTIDO DE LA LIBERTAD INDIVIDUAL
Mr. Geoffrey Neale, Chair, United States Libertarian Party.
Madrid, August 29th, 2012
Dear Geoff,
First of all, I wish to thank you for the moving letter you sent in June to our 2nd national convention.
The letter was read in the closing ceremony and it was emotionally received by our delegates and by the
new Executive Committee elected a few hours before. We wish to strengthen our cooperation with the LP
and other libertarian parties worldwide, as we know that our common quest for Liberty can only succeed
as a world movement. I will be contacting you after the US election to discuss an international summit of
libertarian political parties.
But the main purpose of this letter is to convey the P-LIB’s strongest support to the Libertarian Party and
its candidate Governor Gary Johnson.
The Republican Convention has clearly shown there’s no room for libertarians in that party. Gary’s respectful
continuation of the revolution started by Dr Ron Paul is the right way ahead for our cause in your country. I
agree with your ad, when Gary goes to Washington we all go, and I believe this includes libertarians around
the globe. The US presidential election has a global impact. Putting forward our platform in America as the
alternative to both left-wing and right-wing collectivism, against both socialism and crony capitalism, will
certainly help libertarians everywhere else.
If there’s any way we might help from abroad please let us know. For instance, if you’re building the LP’s
foreign campaign organization to obtain American expat votes, like the Democrats Abroad and Republicans
Abroad usually do, we would indeed volunteer to help your efforts in addressing American residents in Spain.
We shall also do our best to make the Spanish people aware of Gary’s campaign and the US Libertarian Party.
We share the same values. Your campaign is our campaign. Gary’s success will be our own. Therefore, we
wholeheartedly wish him and the Libertarian Party strength and wisdom. Help us all LIVE FREE.
For liberty,

Juan Pina,
P-LIB president
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